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1.  the path has pine needles softly &

separation is the problem

2. pull the rock out from under you
reality is already perfect as it is

1. every knowing of yourself is a fumblehorse situation
I mean, the problem is enforcing a notion of separateness

2. so I moved to a rural place
and had a sexy dream of hanging out with a beautiful young man friend
when the alien mothership started descending
and we couldn’t believe it
it was just like a movie or a poem

3. it is actually just like the new Lars Van Trier movie
but I had this dream before I knew about that movie

4. bragging again

1. which is the unbelievable belief ? 
that each of us has an inner spirit of boundless love &
egolessness and can be free of anxiety 
or that someone was born of God and walked on water?

2. enlightenment has nothing to do with being exalted

3.



1. even in the country I dream in celebrity and libido

1. what’s your original face
teaching without teaching—
find the original face of the poem

1. the night before I dreamt I’m talking to a guy named Kevin
 about the wonder of the authentic self &
 joining hands with nature which speaks its own language
 so I have to listen differently
 but now Kevin has to go pick up his wife from the airport
 
2.  Kevin’s a Druid, sincerely 

1. tree has no ego

2.  the ego has no sense of humor

3. it is a great tragedy to die without knowing who we are
 
1. dinner at Kal and Linda’s 6:30 on Friday
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